Abstract. We first discuss the theory of hypersurfaces and submanifolds in the m-dimensional Euclidean space leading up to high dimensional analogues of the classical Euler's and Meusnier's theorems. Then we deduce the kinematic formulas for powers of mean curvature of the (m -2)-dimensional intersection submanifold So n gS\ of two C2-smooth hypersurfaces Sq , S\ , i.e., fG(fs n"s H2kda) dg . Many well-known results, for example, the C-S. Chen kinematic formula and Crofton type formulas are easy consequences of our kinematic formulas. As direct applications of our formulas, we obtain analogues of Hadwiger's theorem in R2" , i.e., sufficient conditions for one domain Kß to contain, or to be contained in, another domain Ka .
Introduction
Let Mp , Nq be submanifolds of dimensions p, q, respectively, in a homogeneous space C7/77 and let 7 be an integral invariant (e.g., volume, surface area, etc.) of the submanifold Mp n gNq . Then many works in integral geometry have been concerned with computing integrals of the following type where dg is the normalized kinematic density of G. For example in the case that G is the group of motions in an «-dimensional Euclidean space R" , Mp and Nq are submanifolds of R" and for submanifolds of R" . This integral also leads to the C-S. Chen kinematic formula [15] if we take I{MngN) -¡Mn N K2{Mf)gN) da, the total square of curvature of the intersection curve Mr\gN of two compact closed surfaces M, N in R3. T. Shifrin [24] also obtained a kinematic formula of type (0.1) by letting I{MP n gN9) be the integral of a Chern class. R. Howard [14] achieved more general kinematic formula in the case that I{Mpf)gNq) is a homogeneous polynomial of the second fundamental form of Mp n gNq in a homogeneous space.
As is evident by the above examples, many known kinematic formulas are intrinsic. Only a few of them deal with the extrinsic invariants, for example, C-S. Chen's formula. In fact, Howard [14] gives some extrinsic kinematic formulas. In this paper, we will give kinematic formulas for powers of mean curvature in the case that M, N are hypersurfaces of Euclidean space R" . One of our results is the following.
Main Theorem. Let S¡ {i = 0, 1) be compact smooth hypersurfaces of class C2 in R" . Denote by 77 the mean curvature of the {n -2)-dimensional intersection submanifolds So n gS\ and by krn{Si) {defined in equation (4.15) below) the rth integral of the principal curvatures of S¡, respectively, where g £ G, the rigid motions in R" . Then for any integer k with 0 < 2k < n -1 we have the kinematic formula (0.2) /(/ Hlkda)dg= £ cijklnkln+2J{So)k'n+2i{Si), i.l.l i+j+l=k I (even) where dg is the kinematic density for R" , da is the volume element and the c 's are constants depending on the indices.
In the first part of this paper we seek formulas for submanifolds of R" in which the integrand in (0.1) can be expressed as a homogeneous polynomial in the components of the curvature tensor of the submanifolds. If {M, N) is a pair of hypersurfaces in R" , we obtain kinematic formulas in which the right-hand side of (0.1 ) is expressed explicitly in terms of the total principal curvatures of the given hypersurfaces. Many well-known results (for example, the C-S. Chen formula [ 15] and Crofton type formulas) are easy consequences of our theorems. It is possible to use the ideas of this paper to obtain the general kinematic formula for p-dimensional submanifolds Mp and ^-dimensional submanifolds Nq , i.e., for integrals of type JG \jMPngNq Hk da) dg, (0 < k < p+q-n), in which the right-hand side of (0.1) can be expressed as a polynomial of the curvatures of the submanifolds.
In section 1 we give some basic concepts of differential geometry of hypersurfaces in R" which are generalizations of the results of classical differential geometry (for example, Meusnier's and Euler's theorem). Some preliminaries of integral geometry are introduced in section 2. The basic concepts are in Santaló's book [1] . We obtain our kinematic formula ( Theorem 1) and its consequences (for example, C-S. Chen's formula, Crofton type formulas) in section 3 and the proof of Main Theorem is given in detail in section 4. The methods used in this part are mostly based on those of Chern [26] and Howard [14] .
In the second part of this paper we derive the analogues of Hadwiger's containment theorem. The general principle underlying this investigation can be briefly described as follows:
Containment problem. Let Ka , Kß be two suitable domains in the Euclidean space R" , for example, two convex bodies with interior points. Let G be the group of rigid motions of R" and let m be its (suitably normalized) kinematic measure. Then (0 3) mS"S E G ' gKß C Ka °r gKp D Ka[ ' ' =m{g£G: KangKß^0}-m{g£G:dKangdKß ¿ 0}.
(If Ka, Kß are not convex, one assumes that their boundaries are connected.) By integral geometric methods it is possible to estimate the measure m{g £ G : Ka n gKß ± 0} from below and the measure m{g £ G : dKa n gdKß / 0} from above in terms of geometric invariants of Ka and Kß . This will result in an inequality of the form where each A\ is an integral geometric invariant of Ky {y -a, ß). One can then state the following conclusion: If f{Axa, ■■■ , Ak ; Alß, ■ ■ ■ , Akß) > 0, then there is a rigid motion g such that either gKß is contained in Ka or gKß contains Ka.
The first classical result is due to Hadwiger (see [1, 5, 6] , 1941) who was the first to use the method of integral geometry to obtain some sufficient conditions for containment problem in Euclidean plane R2 and later in projective plane RP2 and hyperbolic plane 772. Since then many mathematicians have been interested in getting a version of the containment problem in space R" , that is, getting sufficient conditions to insure that a given domain Kß of surface area Fß , bounded by a piecewise smooth boundary dDß , of volume Vß may be moved 'inside' another domain Ka of surface area Fa , bounded by a piecewise smooth boundary dKa , of volume Va . Grinberg, Ren and Zhou (see [4, 28] ) obtained a variation of Hadwiger's theorem in the plane of constant curvature e and reinterpreted those sufficient conditions by the isoperimetric deficits of domains involved. But there was no general result or analogue of Hadwiger's theorem in space R" {n > 3) until works [7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17] appeared, even if some very strong restrictions are put onto the domains involved (for example, the domains are supposed to be convex bodies and some topological conditions are put onto their boundaries and intersection). The situation of «-dimensional space R" {n > 3) is much more complex and difficult than that of 2-dimensional plane R2 . None of the formulas and methods in R2 can be parallelly carried out in higher dimensions. One also hopes that analogous results may be achieved for hyperbolic and projective spaces of higher dimension. We have some results in a later paper [29] .
By restricting the domains Ky to the convex category, the author [9, 10, 11] obtained some sufficient conditions in R" (« > 3) which are the generalizations of Hadwiger's theorem to R" . Zhang [7] derived a sufficient condition in R3 for the domains belonging to the convex category. Goodey [13] obtained some related results by putting topological restrictions on the convex domains involved and their intersection dKa n gKß . Later we removed the convexity restrictions and obtained analogues of Hadwiger's theorem in R3 [12, 17] .
In section 5 of the second part of this paper we will give direct applications of our kinematic formulas and obtain the R2" analogues (Theorem 4 and Theorem 5) of Hadwiger's theorem. It is surely possible to obtain analogues of Hadwiger's theorem in R2n+X. But for this purpose we must seek new kinematic formulas. In fact, we can only obtain kinematic "inequalities".
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Differential geometry of the hypersurface in Rm
Let M be an «-dimensional submanifold of Rm . The second fundamental form of M at x £ M is a symmetric bilinear mapping 
Preliminaries on integral geometry
Let So and Si be two piecewise smooth hypersurfaces in R" of class C2 . We assume So fixed and Si moving under the rigid motion g of R" with the kinematic density dg. Consider generic positions gSi so that the intersection So n gSi is an (« -2)-dimensional manifold. Let x £ So n gSi and consider the orthonormal frames {x ; ei, ■■ ■ , e") such that span{ei, ■• ■ , ^-2} = Tx{So n gSi), the tangent (« -2)-space to So D gSi at x. Let e'n_l, e'" be the unit vectors that are, respectively, tangent and normal to Si at x , so that {x; ei, ■■■ , e-"_2, e'n_x, e'n) is a second orthonormal frames of origin x. We denote the kinematic density dT0 on So (i.e., the density for sets of frames {x ; ei, • • • , e") such that e" is the unit normal to S0 ) by dTo = f\{dx-e¡)f\ {eh .de,) A (</x • e¿_,) A (¿<>i ■ <_,) Similarly, the kinematic density on Si (density for frames {x;ei,---, e"-2, e'n_x, e'n) such that e'" is the unit normal to Si ) is denoted by From the formula 
Kinematic formulas for hypersurfaces
Let S be a smooth hypersurface of class C2 in an «-dimensional Euclidean space R" and k"{S) be the normal mean curvature of S. Denoted by krn{S) the rth total normal mean curvature of S, i.e., Let X be a C2 -smooth hypersurface in R" , and let i?z , H^ be, respectively, the scalar curvature, the mean curvature of X. Denote by Rz and 77j.2) the total scalar curvature and the total square of mean curvature of X, i.e., When k = 1 and « = 3, the scalar curvature is Gaussian curvature. Then C-S. Chen's kinematic formula [15] is an easy consequence of our Corollary 1. Corollary 2. Let S, (/ = 0, 1) be compact C2-smooth surfaces in R3. Denote by Hi, R¡, H¡ ' and R¡, respectively, the mean curvature, Gaussian curvature, the total square of mean curvature and the total Gaussian curvature of S¡. Then we have'
where k is the curvature of the intersection curves SoC\gSi, ds is the arc element of So n gS¡ and F¡ are the surface areas of S,.
we also have cnkoi_2on^--0152 52 4,..,"_,K..,"_,(s).
The formula was first proved by C-S. Chen in 1972 (see [15] ) and reproved by this author in 1992 (see [ 12] ) by a different method. (4.14) li H-r-I"_i =l + 2i, ji+---+jn-l=l + 2j.
We complete the proof of Theorem 1. Let In this section, we will use indices a and ß for the two domains and their integral geometric invariants. We assume that Ka and Kß are bounded by the simple hypersurfaces dKa and dKß , respectively, which we assume to be of class C2. One restriction we put on domains is that for all g £ G, the group of rigid motions in R2" , the Euler-Poincaré characteristic #(ÄTQ n gKß) of the intersection Ka n gKß is at most «o, a finite integer, i.e., x{Ka n gKß) < «0. Denoted by krn{dKy) the rth integral of homogeneous mean curvature of dKy. As a direct application of our kinematic formula (0.2) or (3.6) we have an analogue of Hadwiger's theorem as follows Theorem 4. Let Ka, Kß be domains in 2n-dimensional Euclidean space R2n bounded by connected hypersurfaces dKa, Kß, respectively, which we suppose to be C2-smooth. We assume that for all g £ G, the group of rigid motions in R2", the Euler-Poincaré characteristic satisfy X{Ka n gKß) < «0. For almost every rigid motion g £ G in R2" , the intersection submanifold dKa n gdKß may be composed of several components, i.e., dKa n gdKß = U,ii X,, where X, is a connected imbedded closed (2« -2)-dimensional submanifold and Ng is always finite and only depends on g. By using B-Y. Chen's formula (5.6) to the generic (2« -2)-dimensional submanifolds dKa n gdKß we have (5.8) / H2"-2da > (hn-2.
JdKangdKe
The above equality holds if and only if dKa n gdKß is composed of only one component and is a (2« -2)-sphere in R2" . If the equality in (5.8) holds for almost all rigid motions g £ G, that is, the intersections dKa n gdKß of the boundaries of two domains Ka and Kß are always balls (or empty). Then the two domains Ka and Kß must be balls (a consequence of a result of P. Goodey [13, 25] ). Therefore Remark. Of course, these conditions are not necessary. It would be very interesting to remove the 'smoothness' restriction to the convex bodies involved in this paper. All the notations except krn{dKy) (or Mry) are well-defined for nonsmooth convex bodies. If we could find substitutes for krn{dKy) (or My ), the conditions in this paper can be interpreted for arbitrary convex bodies. This is definitely worth investigating.
